
 

 
In his first speech before the U.S. Congress on February 28, 2017, President Trump called for 
members of both parties to support his ideas to replace the Affordable Care Act (ACA). Requesting 
bi-partisan support, President Trump supports the expansion of Health Savings Accounts (HSAs) 
through individuals purchasing plans with tax credits. 

Interestingly, President Trump rebuked the initial need to stabilize the individual marketplace prior 
to addressing the expansion of Medicaid. This threshold issue has stalled an aggressive timeline 
set by the conservative wing of the Republican Party as the leadership face the ripple effect of ACA 
changes in what Congressman Kevin Brady (R-TX), Chairman of the House Ways and Means 
Committee, recently described as a “Rubik’s Cube.” Brady cautioned against putting too much 
stock in draft legislation and leaked information, commenting, “We continue to make a lot of 
adjustments and changes.”  

“We continue to lay out our ideas and we’re updating our drafts on almost a daily basis 
so it is like turning a Rubik’s Cube.”  
Congressman Brady, Chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee. 

Looking ahead, Congress remains under pressure from state governors for increased flexibility to 
address Medicaid needs at a state level, yet retain federal resources. In a similar tone, President 
Trump reinforced a main-stay GOP message to permit health insurance to be sold across state 
lines. "Mandating every American to buy government-approved health insurance was never the 
right solution for America. The way to make health insurance available to everyone is to lower the 
cost of health insurance, and that is what we will do," said Trump. 

Today, Americans are waiting for a pattern to emerge among the proposed plans by the GOP 
leadership. Despite these differences, promises remain to reach a consensus for a replacement bill 
within the first few weeks of March.  

Where Does “Repeal, Replace and Repair” Stand? (as of March 1, 2017) 

On February 24, 2017, a draft budget reconciliation bill was released to the press, offering a 
glance into a proposed “replacement” framework. However, significant internal push-back 
occurred, causing all to return to the drawing board to address deal-breakers within the bill. 

Of note, the draft caps the tax deduction for employer-sponsored coverage through a formula 
providing the Treasury Secretary with the authority to set the cap at an amount equal to the 90th 
percentile for plan cost. This cap is set for 2019 and then adjusted by a cost of living adjustment 
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(COLA), indicating that if growth in medical care costs exceeds the COLA, this number will be 
insufficient in later years.  
 
The proposal eliminates individual and employer mandates. Further, the draft bill repeals 
several of the ACA taxes and fees. Repealed fees and taxes include:  

 Cadillac tax as of 2020  
 PCORI fee as of 2020  
 Annual provider fee (immediate)  
 Medicare tax (immediate)  
 ACA net investment income tax (immediate)  
 Prescription drug tax (immediate)  
 Medical device tax (immediate)  

The draft bill also replaces individual subsidies with a tax credit (tiered by age).  The tax credits 
include: 

 $2k per year for anyone under age 30  
 $2.5k per year for those ages 30-40  
 $3k per year for those ages 40-50  
 $3.5k for those ages 50-60  
 $4k for over age 60  

Regarding HSAs, the draft bill raises the contribution limits for the Out-of-Pocket (OOP) cost for a 
high deductible health Plan (HDHP).  

Additional considerations include:  

 Promoting continuous coverage by allowing health insurers to impose a premium penalty 
equal to the unpaid premiums for the prior 12-month window 
 

 Increasing permissible age bands from 3-1 to 5-1 for the individual and small group 
markets 

Clearly, challenges remain without one decisive path forward among the Republican leadership.  
As developments continue, we’ll continue to bring your voice to Capitol Hill and drive outcomes 
that create sustainable, value-based solutions for your organization and for the future of health 
care. 

Please contact us with any questions 
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